Course guide

290179 - PROCULT14 - Projects in Cultural Landscapes

Unit in charge: Vallès School of Architecture
Teaching unit: 740 - UOT - Department of Urbanism and Regional Planning.
Degree: DEGREE IN ARCHITECTURE STUDIES (Syllabus 2014). (Optional subject).
Academic year: 2022 ECTS Credits: 4.5 Languages: Catalan, Spanish

LECTURER

Coordinating lecturer: CARLOS LLOP TORNÉ
Others: CARLOS LLOP TORNÉ

TEACHING METHODOLOGY

Theoretical seminar, fieldwork, workshop

LEARNING OBJECTIVES OF THE SUBJECT

-

CONTENTS

Description:
-

Full-or-part-time: 49h 30m
Theory classes: 49h 30m

GRADING SYSTEM

The evaluation of the course will be carried out based on attendance at all sessions and in the Assessment of the dossier on the landscape projects workshop, prepared by each student or group of students.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Basic:
- Nou llibre.